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ExclTTbar
r2 - 2019-12-27 - 11:56 MichaelPitt

Previous page Exclusive tt analysis using full run II CMS data Overview This page contain analysis instructions (in development) On this page: Usefull Links...

DaqSchool2020
r139 - 2019-12-26 - 19:16 AndreaNegri

This is the TWIKI page of ISOTDAQ2020 in Valencia The main purpose of this Twiki is to share information relevant for the organization of the school Related Web sites...

YiChenSandboxChecklistItemState
r537 - 2019-12-26 - 06:03 TWikiGuest

WARNING! THIS TOPIC IS GENERATED BY ChecklistPlugin PLUGIN. DO NOT EDIT THIS TOPIC (except table data)! Back to the checklist topic YiChenSandbox. context id...

AbrahamTishelmanCharny
r28 - 2019-12-20 - 14:43 AbrahamTishelmanCharny

Abraham Tishelman Charny’s Homepage Introduction Hello, my name is Abraham (Abe) Tishelman Charny and I’m a PhD student from Northeastern University based at CERN...

TkPhase2TBFIRST
r34 - 2019-12-20 - 14:40 CarolineCollard

Test Beam Facility For hIgh Rate STudies (TB.FIRST) @IPHC This page contains instructions and illustrations on how to run the test beam facility at Strasbourg. The...

TestTopic3281
r80 - 2019-12-19 - 10:03 EmmericDupont

n TOF Data Dissemination Experimental data are useful, they must be usable and used. Experimental data are unique, they must be preserved on long term. Once the...

ZDileptonAnalysis2017
r44 - 2019-12-19 - 09:22 JuskaPekkanen

BaharehHojatollahRoozbahani 2018 10 01 JSON File: /afs/cern.ch/cms/CAF/CMSCOMM/COMM DQM/certification/Collisions17/13TeV/Final/Cert 294927 306462 13TeV PromptReco...

AnnMiaoWangSandbox

AnnMiaoWang 2019 12 18 Digital to Analog Coupling Noise tests Reference talks: December 6, 2019: https://indico.physics.lbl.gov/indico/event/1052/contributions...

CMSNewcomerHandbook
r42 - 2019-12-18 - 17:56 JakeRosenzweig

pre {text align: left; padding: 10px; color: black; font size: 12px;} pre.cmd {background color: lightgrey;} pre.config {background color: lightblue;} pre.code {background...
ALICE PHOS Upgrade TRD Performance plots Improvement of photon purity with improved time resolution
Performance studies of upgraded PHOS measurements in Run...

**CMSAnalysis**
r4 - 2019-12-17 - 15:27 MichaelPitt

Analysis list ZX analysis analysis for ZX using PPS CMS Exclusive tt analysis using full run II CMS data for
search for central exclusive tt production...

**DifferentialZcJet**
r25 - 2019-12-17 - 11:49 AntonStepennov

Answers (paper draft v0) Elisabetta Abstract: it has to be longer...

**AllHadttbb**
r5 - 2019-12-17 - 10:52 TeresaBarillari

All hadronic ttbb analysis Theory information https://arxiv.org/pdf/1610.07922.pdf LHC Higgs Cross Section
WG Yellow Report https://indico.cern.ch/event...

**AlexanderFedotovSandbox**
r60 - 2019-12-16 - 20:19 AlexanderFedotov

AlexanderFedotov 2009 09 30 Transaction 5 : asdasd next bullet Transaction 6 : asdasd next subbullet 1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en...

**TestTopic11111180**
r24 - 2019-12-16 - 19:54 CristinaMartinPerez

Cristina’s Sandbox Commands Git Commit git branch git commit # get list of files that changed git add files
(or . for all files modified in the current...

**ML4TauTo3Mu**
NEW - 2019-12-16 - 14:27 DanielGuerrero

ML4TauTo3Mu Setup In this twiki is described the installation and development of a trigger for the Tau 3 mu
using machine and deep learning techniques DanielGuerrero...

**BrinickSimmonsSandbox**
r2 - 2019-12-15 - 18:18 BrinickSimmons

Changes from release/21.2.84.0 nightly/21.2/2019 12 04T0021 if(typeof togglePkgDateTable ! `function`) {
window.togglePkgDateTable function(id1, id2) {...

**TriggerAndClockDistributionSystemTCDS**
r30 - 2019-12-13 - 15:57 TamasBalazs

Trigger and Clock Distribution System (TCDS) Table of Contents Proposal https://theboard.web.cern.ch/sign
in Description: No TCDS system foreseen for prototyping...

**TrackerConstructionDB**
r18 - 2019-12-13 - 13:24 AivarasSilale

Request Shipment application Application can be accessed by using these URLs: Development:
https://vo.cms0171.cern.ch/tracker/components/components Batch data...

**Run2DarkSectorWM**
r41 - 2019-12-13 - 01:09 WeiShi

Meeting (Dec 13, 2019) MC request meeting (Mehdi) (Dec 9, 2019) Meeting (Dec 6, 2019) Meeting (Nov 22,
2019) Leptonic decay @LLP Meeting, (Nov 22, 2019) Meeting (Nov...
Status of CxAODs on /ptmp Please note: For technical reasons the /ptmp paths are prefixed with /Users/ahoenle that can be simply ignored. For more details see: https...

GiacomoArtoniSandbox
r10 - 2019-12-12 - 14:30 GiacomoArtoni

ATLAS Muon Combined Performance Working Group General information Conveners Stefano Zambito Giacomo Artoni Contact Information mailing list...

ThomasStrebler
r11 - 2019-12-12 - 10:31 ThomasStrebler

Athena release setup setupATLAS lsetup git git atlas init workdir https://:@gitlab.cern.ch:8443/tstreble/athena.git cd athena git checkout release/21.0.75 ##Choose...

BernOptoLinkDevelopmentSharepoint
r52 - 2019-12-12 - 09:17 NiklausLehmann

BernOptoLinkDevelopmentSharepoint Optoboard System design ATLAS ITk Pixel Readout Architecture As defined in the ITk Pixel Technical Design Report, the Optoboard...

UsingGrid
r2 - 2019-12-11 - 12:23 MichaelPitt

Previous page Overview This page contain few instructions of how to use the data from the grid On this page: Download a single file Before submitting to the grid...

LowMu
r9 - 2019-12-11 - 11:58 MichaelPitt

Previous page Low analysis with PPS Overview This page contain analysis instructions of low run data collected in 2017. On this page: Usefull Links W...

CERNProcedureForUstcStudents
r7 - 2019-12-11 - 09:57 YanwenLiu

YanwenLiu 2016 12 11 #x53BB;CERN #x4E4B; #x524D; #x53EF; #x4EE5; #x529E; #x597D; #x5982; #x4E0B; #x624B; #x7EED; #: (1) #x6CE8; #x518C; #x591A;ATLAS #x...

RongkunSandbox
r84 - 2019-12-10 - 22:55 RongkunWang

RongkunSandbox Rongkun Wang`s sandbox for storing HEP infos. Administrative Memo USTC Memo Swiss plate to green plate To get things published Quick Memo This is...

Phase2PixelSensorPaper
r22 - 2019-12-10 - 14:44 KatjaKlein

Performance of new radiation tolerant thin planar and 3D columnar n on p silicon pixel sensors up to a maximum fluence of ~ 5 x 1015 neq/cm2 General information...

TestMap
r2 - 2019-12-10 - 11:49 FlorianBury

Image map CMS SiStrip Simulation, LocalReconstruction and Calibration page

CCNU LHCB Farm
r27 - 2019-12-10 - 11:05 DongliangZhang

CCNU LHCB computing farm Access Contact your supervisor to get an account. About Linux basics and how to log in, see CcnuLhcbShell Rules Quota Usually each...
DarkSide Proto 0 Operations General Information
1. goals of the Proto 0 program
2. Drive repository for Proto 0
3. page on INFN Indico
4. discussion server...

**TestTopic11111222**
NEW - 2019-12-09 - 14:17 SergeySuvorov

\[ \int \limits_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{ax^2} \, dx = \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{a}} \]

HZgFullRun2
r5 - 2019-12-09 - 08:52 MingYanLee

Higgs to Zg to llg analysis with run2 data Questions raised in July 22 L1 prefired issue for 2016/2017 We followed the instruction from JETMET group to assign a...

**TrackerPhase1PixelPaper**
r29 - 2019-12-09 - 02:31 AndreaVenturi

The CMS Phase 1 Pixel Detector Abstract The original CMS pixel detector has been replaced with an upgraded pixel system in the LHC winter shutdown 2016/2017. The...

**ToDoList**
r2 - 2019-12-08 - 14:02 PabloMatorrasCuevas

User Support To Do list add 40 3 A15 and 71692 to CERN phonebook for CMS User Support (find Martti) longer phone cable (find Gilles) announce help desk...

**MenglinXuSandbox**
NEW - 2019-12-07 - 22:02 MenglinXu

MenglinXu 2019 12 07 LHCb softwar Trigger cut selection: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/TriggerCutSearching

**TestTopic11111221**
NEW - 2019-12-06 - 18:42 SergeySuvorov
test test Main.ssvorov 2019 12 06

**NonPointingPhotonRun2**
r5 - 2019-12-06 - 01:57 SaiNehaSanpurr

This is a twiki for non pointing and delayed photon analysis Signal samples: All signal points including WH,ZH and ttH production modes as well as mc16a/d/e campaigns...

**FPIXWaferProbingPaper**
r24 - 2019-12-05 - 10:40 KatjaKlein

Quality Control of Silicon Pixel Wafers for the CMS Phase 1 Pixel Upgrade General information Contact persons: Kamuran Dilsiz, Leonard Spiegel Author list...

**RongkunXAODRelated**
r12 - 2019-12-04 - 20:46 RongkunWang

RongkunXAODRelated All my notes on xAODs. AB Tutorial: a good overview to start with. Keep updating! CombinedPerformance tool: summary of CP tools GoodRunList: to...

**RongkunOptimization**
r2 - 2019-12-04 - 20:41 RongkunWang
I'll just link to this: https://cds.cern.ch/record/2643488 significance calculation: a simplified version: More complicated version, when not bkg sig: Main...

**DavideCaforioSandbox**

r41 - 2019-12-04 - 15:06 DavideCaforio

Mein deutsches Wortschatz ablehnen rinunciare aufpumpen gonfiare sich ablenken distrarsi bestehen auf insistere einladen invitare...

**PersonalLinks**

r8 - 2019-12-04 - 10:59 PabloMatorrasCuevas

Parent Directory Useful Links Personal Links Formatting rules portal to check stuff tutorial indico Susy Analysis list (google Doc) for...

**JoschaKnolleSandbox**

NEW - 2019-12-04 - 10:33 JoschaKnolle

JoschaKnolle 2019 12 04

**TestTopic11111202**

r32 - 2019-12-04 - 09:43 AlessandroCalandri

VHbb boosted Xbb framework Directory: /t3home/acalandr/VHbb/boosted 2016/CMSSW 10 1 0/src/Xbb/python 1lep 2016: /t3home/acalandr/VHbb/boosted 2016/CMSSW 10 1...

**YujiEnariSandbox**

r2 - 2019-12-03 - 23:41 YujiEnari

This is mine... Speaker Institute dT/w SCAB rank Nominations Topics Comments Person type Professional Advancement OTP Conference...

**TrackletPaper**

r35 - 2019-12-02 - 19:44 KatjaKlein

FPGA based tracking for the CMS L1 trigger using the tracklet algorithm General information Contact person: Peter Wittich Author list: E. Bartz, G. Boudoul...
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